
we want a magazine.





WHAT’S MAGCLOUD?
print-on-demand
HP Lab project
niche, small-run 
publishing



MAGCLOUD
how does it work?
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MAGCLOUD
how does it work?



before we start printing, 
what’s the impact?



PUBLISHING IS
A PROBLEM.
by Kathryn Hautanen, Erin Jacobs, 
Erica Meade and Kate Ranson-Walsh



12
BILLION
magazines
printed each year



35 million trees
To produce the 12 billion magazines printed in the US 
every year, the publishing industry uses approximately 
35 million trees worth of paper. Of the magazines printed



14 BILLION
METRIC TONS 
OF CO2 equivalent

emissions



is 
MAGCLOUD
a solution?



TRADITIONAL MAGAZINE
subscription/newsstand
push model
35% sell-through rate
30 lb paper
mass-market

MAGCLOUD
subscription/order
pull model
print-on-demand
80 lb paper
niche

SIDE BY SIDE

M
C



LCA
 + industry context
 + specific data

 - expensive 
   & time consuming

TOTAL BEAUTY
 + provides a baseline
 + comparable metric

 - incomplete 
   information

FRAMEWORKS
NATURAL STEP
+ systems conditions 
+ backcasting

- only qualitative
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1NATURAL STEP
system conditions

SC 1: CRUSTY
- Metal
- Ink (Pb, Cd, 

Cr(IV), Hg) 
- Oil (shipping, 

plastics (polybag))
- Ink Cartridges 

(fossil fuel)
- Photo Imaging Plate
- Oil to transport 

printer
- Metals to make 

container ship
- Metals for staples
- Materials for trucks 

to transport 

SC 2: MANMADE
- Plate developer
- Pollution from 

transport
- Blankets
- Rags
- Foam packaging 

for printer crate
- VOCs
- Ozone 

SC 3: DEGRADATION
- Paper
- Crate
- Clay (for coated

paper)

SC 4: HUMAN NEEDS
- Parts and supplies

come from all over
the world

- VOC emissions and 
heavy metals affect 
people who work 
at the printer

- Physical conditions
affect people 
operating machinery

- Logging industry 
(occupational 
hazards)



clay

paper

TIME LCA
 what is the impact?

2% 
of total
emissions

61% 
of total 
emissions

4% 
of total 
emissions

8% 
of total 
emissions
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Forest Management and Harvesting 
Transportation of wood and clay to the pulp/papermills
Pulp and Papermill 
Transportation of paper to printers
Printing
Transportation and distribution 
Final fate

61%
of total CO2
equivalent
emissions in 
a magazine’s 
life cycle.

PAPER
is the problem2



MAGCLOUD’S
paper is better.



  TIME      MAGCLOUD

TOTAL BEAUTY
 how does it compare?

10
1

CYCLIC 11

49

?

?

36

100

?

?

SOLAR

SAFETY

EFFICIENT
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MAGCLOUD
is not a 
perfect solution.

uses paper
creates waste
uses polybags
thrown away



By 2020, we envision the 
production and distribution of 
magazines will have minimal 
impact on the earth.

NATURAL STEP
backcasting1



This will be achieved by:
increased consumer consciousness

transparency of environmental 
impact

compostable polybags

selective subscription

updated newsstand model

NATURAL STEP
backcasting1



70%
of magazines 
at newsstands 
go unsold.



Digital Newsstand:
leverages existing low-cost, 
print-on-demand technology

allows readers to pick and choose 
sections of a publication

reduces waste

NATURAL STEP
backcasting1



Kathryn Hautanen: khautanen@cca.edu     Erin Jacobs: ejacobs@cca.edu
Erica Meade: emeade@cca.edu                  Kate Ranson-Walsh: katerw@thinkradical.org 
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